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Abstract
Consumer buying behavior, in addition to the factors that precede it, has been highlighted as a key element for the
adoption of more sustainable production processes. Willingness To Pay (WTP) for sustainable products, as well as
a strong indication of consumers' perception of value, can be seen as an important strategic tool in search for
competitive advantages. This way the main of this research sought to identify which constructs related to this
buying behavior and how the interactions between them relates in the formation of consumer’s WTP for
sustainable products. For that, the quantitative research method was used, through the survey technique, where
216 consumers were interviewed in different commercial locations in Brazil. Also, with the intuition to test the
instrument, a pre-test was carried out with 12 master degree students, with research areas adhering to the area of
this research. Using the chosen methodological procedure, it was started by the preliminary treatment of the data,
checking the existence of outliers through the Hadi test. As a result, 3 multivariate outliers observations were
found, which was disregard in this research. After analyzing the data, it was possible to identify the constructs
recognized as predictors of Willingness To Pay for products with sustainable attributes . In the end, as a result, it
was possible to confirm that a healthy lifestyle is correlated with consumer’s Environmental Awareness and
Environmental Awareness is correlated with WTP. It was also verified that these connections have a moderating
effect on variables such as income and schooling.
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INTRODUCTION
The sustainable development topic has become increasingly present in the agendas of researchers and organizational decisionmakers, in addition to attract society’s attention. Among the many questions related to sustainability, consumer’s buying behavior
has been highlighted as a key element for companies to start adopting alternative production processes, as much for the concern
with socio-environmental aspects as for the search for differentiation and competitiveness in the market.
In this context, some companies started to motivate their employees towards creative innovation, focusing on the possibilities
offered by sustainable practices (Hautamäki, 2010). According to Bossle et al. (2015), organizational decision makers have
innovated in this subject to explore new technological opportunities, as a method to react to consumer demand and lifestyle
changes. Thus, products out coming from these new processes are now recognized as sustainable by consumers for its attributes.
Many studies have tried to identify the main characteristics of green products consumption, or the psychology behind these
consumers’ behavior (Blok et al., (2015), Maniatis (2016); Lanzini, Testa and Iraldo (2016)), studies are focused on evaluating
psychometric variables for this purpose. In this process, the variables interact influencing the consumers' final decision (Iraldo et
al. (2011)). However, what is not yet known, is how the interactions between these variables that precede the consumption
intention for products with sustainable attributes are given.
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Among the constructs found in the literature as predictors of sustainable purchasing behavior is Environmental Awareness,
composed of attitudinal, behavioral and cognitive attributes (Schlegelmilch; Bohlen; Diamantopoulos (1996)), which can be
directly related to the purchasing behavior, mainly when it refers to the consumption of products with attributes that are
recognized as sustainable. On the other hand, Environmental Awareness, can be preceded by the Healthy Lifestyle (Gil, Gracia,
Sánchez (2000)), having a corelation with the construct. In view of the above, this research seeks to answer the following
question: how are Willingness To Pay (WTP), Environmental Awareness and Lifestyle related to the willing to purchase green
products?
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Willingness To Pay (WTP) for Green Products
Products with sustainable attributes are often priced differently in comparison to regular ones. Demirgüneş (2015) identifies
that companies seek for profits and the need to compensate increased production costs, are likely to be converted into higher
prices. A theory that has been widely used to explore market situations in which products have attributes that give them
differentiation is Willingness to pay (WTP). According to Zeithaml et al. (1996), Willingness to pay is one of the main
dimensions of consumer behavioral intent.
The concept makes it possible to identify the maximum price a consumer will pay for a given product unit (Varian, 1992).
The study of WTP, which is quite recurrent in the areas of marketing and applied microeconomics, can be evaluated for the
purpose of formulating competitive strategies, defining better pricing criteria and developing new products or services (Anderson,
Jain, & Chintagunta, 1993). According to Breidert, Hahsler and Reutterer (2006), companies that do not know their customers'
WTP accurately may face difficulties in establishing a customized pricing strategy for their marketing environment, running the
risk of wasting opportunities to increase profitability in the markets in which they act.
When consumers recognize value in a product, they tend to express high levels of willingness to pay and low willingness to
search for alternative options (Owino, Muturi, & Wadawi, 2014). These results indicate that a greater willingness to pay more for
a particular attribute of a product may indicate a greater perception of value by the consumer. When the product in question has
sustainable attributes, environmental and social values are perceived, being ecological purchasing behaviors positively related to
WTP (Lanzini et al., 2016).
2.2. Environmental Awareness
Environmental Awareness can be seen as a multidisciplinary construct composed of attitudes, behaviors and cognitive
processes (Schlegelmilch et al., 1996). Thus, Environmental Awareness is directly related to how the individual behaves in their
everyday consumer attitudes, taking into account the perception of their role in environmental issues.
The level of environmental awareness and concern, therefore, must be reflected through attitudes, which may be manifested
during the purchasing decision processes. Aguirre et al. (2003) corroborates this idea, stating that awareness of environmental
problems is a determining factor for awareness and, consequently, for conscious and ecological consumption.
Lages and Vargas Neto (2002) state that green or ecologically conscious consumers are represented by those who seek
products that has the smallest ecological footprint. A conscious consumer associates the act of buying, or consuming products,
with the possibility to act in accordance with environmental preservation (Akehurst, Afonso, & Martins Gonçalves, 2012). Thus,
according to Hailes (2007), conscious individuals avoid purchasing products that they perceive to pose health risks, excessive
power consumption or damaging environment during production, use or final disposal, or even have excess packaging.
In addition to the purchasing dimensions of conscious consumption, the behavioral aspect of these consumers identifies their
self-perception of their socio-environmental role, recognizing their share of responsibility in environmental problems. This can be
reflected through habits such as: avoiding waste of water and electricity, disposing or reusing waste in an appropriate way, and
preferring agroecological certified foods (Waldman & Schneider, 2000).
2.3. Healthy Lifestyle
Lifestyle tends to have a broader impact on factors that precede a purchase intention, reflecting the individual's choices about
how to spend their time and money (Solomon, Dahl, White, Zaichkowsky, & Polegato, 2014). From an economic point of view,
Zablocki and Kanter (1976) define lifestyle as the way one chooses to allocate his income in choosing different products or
services, as well as choosing specific alternatives within these categories.
From the categorization of different lifestyles, under a marketing point of view, Solomon et al. (2014) affirms that it is
possible to establish different market niches, once people are divided into affinity groups. In the food products area, the author
also points out that the set of patterns of food and drink consumption, known as food culture, may reflect the values of a social
group, which can be driven by tastes, traditions and, often, by the focus on health.
Issues related to healthy habits linked to sustainability principles can be found in a specific market segment, called LOHAS
(Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability). According to Szakály et al. (2017), LOHAS is a niche market, identified from a specific
segmentation model, characterized by having as main determinants of the responsible attitudes of its consumers for the
environment and society. Thus, the segment composed of individuals who are aware of their social role and have internal
determinant values, which has made this niche a target for many marketing activities (French & Rogers, 2007). Among the aspects
highlighted as defining the behavior of LOHAS’ consumers lifestyle, we highlight the search for authentic and local products,
search for health, social responsibility ethics, values of individualism and Environmental Awareness (Rácz, 2013).
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3. METHODOLOGY
For the development of this paper, the quantitative method was chosen, using research survey technique. According to Hair et
al. (2013) quantitative research allows to measure and compare constructs related to behaviors, habits and opinions of a
population, from a statistically significant sample, which coincides with the purpose of the present study. The data collection
occurred in a random and spontaneous manner in fairs and supermarkets in Brazil, along with consumers who attended the
commercial establishments visited.
With the intuition to test the instrument, a pre-test was carried out with 12 master degree students, with research areas
adhering to the area of this research. In this context the questionnaire was answered and the necessary adjustments were identified
for the full understanding of future interviewees. Next, the instrument was submitted to the evaluation of three specialists (doctors
linked to a stricto sensu program) with expertise in research of this kind, and no changes were suggested. Only after these analyses
the questionnaire was accepted.
3.1. Research instrument
The dependent variable evaluated in this work was the Willingness To Pay (WTP). To measure it, the respondents were asked
to indicate the percentage value they would be willing to pay more for a product, considering the different sustainable attributes
presented. In this way, consumers evaluated and indicated their WTP from six possible answers: 0% more, up to 5% more, 5% up
to 10% more, 10% up to 25% more, 25% up to 50% more or more than 50%.
The independent variables were measured using a six-point Likert scale, in which the respondents had to state how much they
agreed with the statements presented to them, with a value of 1 representing "totally disagree", 2 representing "partially disagree ",
3 represents" neutral ", 5 represents" partially agree" and value 6 represents" totally agree ". Below (Table 1) are the variables and
sources used.

Healthy
Lifestyle

Environmental Awareness

Willingness To Pay

Table 1: variables used in the study
Construct VAR
DAP1

Variable
Product free of pesticides

Source
Batte et al. (2007)
Loureiro and Hine (2002); Batte et al.
DAP2
Product free of transgenics
(2007)
DAP3
Uses waste as input or as raw material
Curi (2011); Karanjeet (2013)
DAP4
Reusable, recycled or recyclable packaging
Annunziata; Scarpato (2014)
Underhill; Figueroa (1996); Williams;
DAP5 Generates income for small local suppliers or low-income communities
Hammit (2000); Papadopoulos
(2004); Annunziata; Scarpato (2014)
Before throwing something in the bin, I think about how I could reuse it
CA1
De Young (1990); Tucker (2001)
or recycle it.
De Young (1990); Roberts (1996);
I usually buy products and packaging made from recycled material or that
CA2
Straughan and Roberts (1999); Tucker
can be recycled.
(2001); Portilho (2005); Hailes (2007)
CA3
I usually buy organic products.
Hailes (2007)
Dias (2015); Roberts (1996); Straugan
e Roberts (1999); Waldman e
Schneider (2000); Portilho (2005);
CA4
I try to buy biodegradable cleaning products.
Hailes (2007); Afroz et al. (2013);
Frederiks, Stenner and Hobman
(2015)
EV1
I practice exercises regularly.
EV2
I avoid eating processed foods.
EV3
I eat fruits and vegetables often.
Gil, Gracia and Sánchez (2000)
EV4
I do health exams regularly.
EV5
I have a balanced diet.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Among the 216 respondents that constitute the sample, 73 are male, corresponding to 34% of the sample, and 143 are female,
accounting for 66% of the total sampled. Another important characteristic, in view of the objective of this research, refers to the
heterogeneity of age groups of the respondents: (i) with 18 years or less were 6 (3%) respondents; (ii) from 19 to 29 years o ld
were 87 (40%) responders; (iii) from 30 to 39 years old were 40 (19%) respondents; (iv) from 40 to 59 years old were 65 (30%)
respondents; (v) from 60 to 79 years were 17 (8%) respondents; and vi) with more than 80 years there was only one respondent.
Using the chosen methodological procedure, it was started by the preliminary treatment of the data, checking the existence of
outliers through the Hadi test. As a result, 3 multivariate outliers observations were found, which presented values for the Hadi
distance test above 10. Therefore, we opted to eliminate such observations from the survey, which caused the number of data to
decrease from 216 to 213 valid observations. After a confirmatory factorial analysis of each construct was carried out.
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Finally, the structured model was measured. The model initially proposed (control model) had a significant X² (118.227), but
the X² / df index presented an acceptable adjustment (1.970 <3). However, the values of GFI (0.924), NFI (0.896), CFI (0.945),
TLI (0.928) and RMSR (0.075), as well as op (0.000) were found to be all at odds with that recommended in the literature, with
the exception of RMSEA (0.068), which suggested a change in the initially proposed structured model, in order to obtain a better
fit.
From the observation of the modification indexes of the model, it was possible to identify that for some of the constructs
indicators, there was a need to include covariance of errors. According to Hair et al. (2009), this adjustment, suggested for the
model adjustment, indicates that these indicators do not have high correlation with others. Thus, we opted for the exclusion of
variables DAP3, DAP5, CA3 and EV5, as an alternative to the model so the adjustment indexes were within the acceptable
standard.
The variables X² / df (0.707), GFI (0.983), NFI (0.965), CFI (1.000), TLI (1.023), RMSEA (0.000), RMSR (0.032) and (X) p
= 0.856) showed acceptable values, as can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2 - Structure model adjustment indices
Indexes
Control model Alternative model Expected values
Chi-square (X²)
118.227 (df=60) 17.673 (df=25)
Chi-square / degree of freedom
1.970
0.707
<3
P value
0.000
0.856
>0.050
GFI
0.924
0.983
>0.950
NFI
0.896
0.965
>0.950
CFI
0.945
1.000
>0.950
TLI
0.928
1.023
>0.950
RMSR
0.075
0.032
<0.050
RMSEA
0.068
0.000
<0.080
After the evaluation of the structured model’s adjustment index, the convergent validity was evaluated with the standardized
factor loads for each one of the indicators. It was identified that the coefficients presented values above 0.500, considered
acceptable by Hair et al. (2010). A graphical representation can be visualized in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Final structural equations model, with coefficients
The last test was the multigroup confirmatory factorial analysis, which has the purpose to evaluate the moderating effect of
the income and schooling variables on the correlation between the constructs of the model. The first control variable chosen tested
was the average family income, which made after dividing the database into two groups of respondents: low income and high
income. In response to this analysis, it was possible to identify that, according to the chi-square difference test (ΔX²), it was not
possible to confirm the null hypothesis, which says that tested groups are invariant (p = 0.056), meaning that the structured model
obtains different answers for the groups of individuals separated according to the income variable.
The second variable tested through multigroup analysis was schooling. In the same way, the database was divided into two
groups, now composed of individuals of low schooling and high schooling. Unlike the previous control variable, the ΔX² test
returned confirmation that the groups are invariant (p = 0.924), the groups are statistically the same for the structured model. In
Table 3, the chi-square and degrees of freedom values obtained in the multi-group analysis and non-restriction models can be
checked.
Table 3 - Chi-square difference test (ΔX²)
Control variable Model Chi-square (X²) Degree of freedom (DF) p-value Invariant
Free
43.416
50
Income
0.06
no
Restricted
58.569
58
Free
51.818
50
Education
0.92
yes
Restricted
53,772
56
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As shown in Figure 1, it was possible to observe a positive relation (H1) between Environmental Awareness and the
consumer’s higher willing to pay for sustainable products. Likewise, it was possible to verify that Healthy Lifestyle has positive
relation (H2) with Environmental Awareness of the consumers, relations are significant at p = 0.050.
With the results obtained for the H1 hypothesis it was possible to reinforce what has been stated by Aguirre (2003), regarding
the tendency of the individuals committed to the environment, a commitment that was treated by Environmental Awareness, to
express behaviors that contemplate sustainability. Taking into consideration that individuals with a higher environmental
awareness tend to present higher Willingness To Pay for products with attributes that are recognized as sustainable, it can be
concluded that they also tend to perceive possibilities of environmental or social gains linked to these attributes, relation
established by a Demirgüneş (2015) study. According to the same author, consumers expressing higher WTP hardly seek
alternative products. Considering this correlation we can assume that a conscious consumer, who has a perception of value
inclined to the ideals of sustainability, will hardly seek another option when identifying a product that contemplates its values.
This relation between the constructs can also be attributed to the fact that some consumers position themselves as critical
social actors, and their purchase intentions are not only a result of a utilitarian rationality or even of irrationality, but also view
consumption as a citizen act, according to Portilho’s affirmation (2005). Specifically, individuals with high levels of
Environmental Awareness will actively support initiatives that contribute to sustainability promotion, and the preference and
appreciation of products with sustainable attributes may be one of these forms of support. Consumption is a socio-cultural activity
which points to the fact that Environmental Awareness, buy itself, does not shape consumer's intention to buy, but it is part of a
social relations system that shape behaviors and, consequently, consumption habits.
Regarding the results obtained for the H2 hypothesis, it was possible to confirm the relation suggested by Gil, Garcia and
Sánchez (2000) between lifestyle and Environmental Awareness. Their study had related the lifestyle to Willingness To Pay for
organic foods, and in this study it was possible to relate the construct directly to Environmental Awareness. The authors also claim
to be a key constructs in explaining the consumption of organic products, arguments that can be reinforced by the results obt ained
in this research, with the differential of covering all possible products that have sustainable attributes judged as valuable by
consulted consumers.
These relations can be considered in planning appropriate promotional strategies by organizational decision makers, for
example, by highlighting the sustainable attributes of products on their package. A study developed by Cho and Baskin (2018),
indicates that sustainable seals in food packaging tend to be more efficient when associated with health images. The authors also
came concluded that, even if motivated by lay beliefs, consumers often perceive healthy foods as sustainable, while unhealthy
foods are perceived as unsustainable.
Therefore, the results obtained for the H2 hypothesis suggest that individuals who take account health aspects in choosing
products, especially with regard to food quality, usually act in function of their Environmental Awareness, which in turn can be
seen as a predictor of a greater appreciation of the attributes of sustainability, causing these consumers to manifest a higher WTP.
Regarding the results of the invariance tests, it was possible to observe that the monthly family income was the control variable
that most impacted the way consumers responded to the proposed model. The relation between Environmental Awareness and
WTP, for example, tends to be stronger among consumers with higher purchasing power. It is still common to understand that
low-income individuals prioritize to meet their basic needs - such as food, housing and transportation. Perhaps these priorities are
ahead of the valuation of sustainable attributes, at least when it implies to pay more. It does not mean that these individuals do not
value sustainable products, or that they have a lower Environmental Awareness, but that other factors, such as limited purchasing
power, may be more decisive in this behavioral.
The schooling as a control variable, it was not possible to prove direct influence of on sustainable purchasing behavior.
However, although the two tested groups were not statistically different, it was possible to verify a higher standard deviation
occurrence for the estimated coefficients in this model, when the tested group was of individuals with low schooling. In addition,
the higher education group, as well as the higher income groups, obtained lower confidence intervals, presenting no negative
lower limit. These results indicate that the model has better explanatory power for groups of individuals with higher education and
higher income.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The final structural equations model (Figure 1) allowed an increased interpretation of interactions between the constructs
surveyed. After analyzing the data, it was possible to identify the constructs recognized as predictors of Willingness To Pay for
products with sustainable attributes, which was chosen to treat WTP. In addition, we tried to establish how the relations between
the constructs that precede this type of consumption behavior and the indicators that best explain them.
In this investigation, it was possible to confirm a positive relation between Healthy Lifestyle and the level of Environmental
Awareness of the consulted consumers. It was also possible to relate the Environmental Awareness of these consumers to WTP. It
should be noted that this WTP was measured by the contingency method, where the respondents indicated the percentage they
would pay more for the sustainable attributes presented to them.
Such results may be considered by producers, managers, entrepreneurs or marketers in formulating promotional strategies,
both for market segments linked to Healthy Lifestyle of consumers, and for segments that can be identified from the population
levels of Environmental Awareness. In addition, due to the invariance tests applied, it was possible to obtain indications that
products with sustainable attributes are still part of a specific market segment, and that better performances can be obtained from
actions directed to a most schooled public and higher family income.
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Promotion and advertising actions for sustainable products can be formulated according to the needs of this broad segment. In
addition, the valuation of sustainability attributes by consumers can be improved by encouraging the adoption of healthier living
habits, in addition to the traditional calls for awareness of environmental issues.
The relations established from the developed analysis model may serve as basis for developing new researches, such as
proposing more complex models, establishing new connections and integrating other constructs, since we know that a multitude of
indicators have the capacity to interfere with consumer buying behavior. In addition, there is also a possibility of testing the
mediating effect of different control variables that may influence the relations between the constructs of the proposed model.
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